Abstract-It has been known for at least five decades that control theory can be used to study iterative algorithms. However, little work can be found in the control systems literature on numerical algorithms, especially on the study of finite precision effects. In this technical note, we consider numerical iterative algorithms in finite precision as dynamical systems and study the effects of finite precision using control theory. By using the control tools of input-to-state stability and results from the study of quantization in control systems, we present new systematic ways to find bounds on the forward error for iterative algorithms. The advantages of the proposed schemes are shown by applying them to find bounds for the classical iterative methods for solving a system of linear equations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many iterative numerical algorithms can be considered as dynamical systems, and therefore can be studied using control systems theory. Although having known this fact for many years [1] , [2] and the possible potential of this approach to provide us with new tools for analysis of algorithms, this idea has not been very popular in the control systems literature.
In recent years, interest has been increasing in this application of control theory [3] - [10] . Most of this work is focused on design and analysis of iterative algorithms in exact precision. In this technical note we will use control-theoretic ideas to study the effects of finite precision in algorithms.
Algorithms are implemented on digital hardware, which have a finite precision(inabilitytostoreallrealnumbers).Duetofiniteprecision,computations in algorithms can have errors and the behavior of an algorithm can be quite different from that in exact precision. Therefore, the study of finite precision effects in an algorithm is vital. We consider algorithms as dynamical systems and consider the errors due to finite precision as disturbances in the dynamical system. Since control theory provides many tools to study the effects of disturbances, we use control theoretic ideas to study the effects of finite precision in numerical algorithms.
The solution obtained by an algorithm in finite precision can be different from the exact solution of the problem. The error in the solution obtained in finite precision is called the forward error. The process of finding a bound on the forward error is called forward error analysis.
Forward error analysis is one of the methods to establish the obtainable accuracy of solutions for an algorithm in finite precision. In this technical note we present two schemes for forward error analysis based on control-theoretic ideas. The first scheme is based on the control concept of input-to-state stability (ISS). It is shown that if the algorithms can be represented by a dynamical system that is input-to-state stable, then we can obtain a bound on the forward error. The second scheme is based on results from the study of quantization effects in control systems. We apply the proposed schemes to the the classical iterative methods for solving a system of linear equations. The obtained bounds are compared with bounds given in the numerical analysis literature and are numerically shown to be tighter.
In [5] , [7] authors have also studied the effects of finite precision errors using control theory. In [5] it has been shown that if the finite precision errors in iterations of Newton's method are bounded, then the forward error will also be bounded. However, they have not given a bound for either the finite precision errors or the forward error. In [7] the authors have looked at the robustness of algorithms in finite precision. They have proposed the use of control Lyapunov functions to find a bound on the maximum finite precision error that would guarantee the algorithm remains stable. In contrast, in this technical note we are concerned with bounds on the difference between the exact solution of a problem and the solution obtained by an algorithm in finite precision.
The use of ISS in the study of numerical methods has also been explored before, but in a different context. In [11] the author has discussed how ISS can be used to show that a numerical approximation of continuous-time dynamical system has the same qualitative behavior as the original system. However, we are concerned with the forward error bound of numerical algorithms that can be represented by discrete-time dynamical systems.
A practical application of forward error analysis is in the design of custom hardware. One of the important research areas in numerical analysis and computing is to look for algorithms and computational hardware that give low computational time for solving numerical problems. The need for fast algorithms is driven by many applications especially ones with real-time constraints. In the past few years the trend in computer hardware design to speedup algorithms is to develop computer architectures that are customized for a specific application [12] . Some examples include graphics processing units (GPUs), application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), etc. It has been shown that the above listed and other application specific architectures can give significant speedup over general purpose processors for several applications [12] - [14] . One of the parameters in hardware design is the number representation. In general purpose processors this is usually fixed to IEEE double precision, which is a 64 bit floating point number representation. However, in a custom design we can choose the number representation arbitrarily. Floating point number representation consist of three parts: sign bit, exponent and mantissa. The hardware resources required to implement a circuit grow asymptotically quadratically with the number of bits used to represent the mantissa or the mantissa width [13] . A circuit for lower mantissa width utilizes less hardware resources. The saved hardware resources can be used to implement parallel computational blocks thus increasing the speed of overall computations. On the other hand, the unit roundoff is inversely related to the mantissa width and decreasing the mantissa width increases the roundoff errors in arithmetic computations. This suggests that there is a trade-off in the decision of number 0018-9286/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE representation. A discussion on this trade-off can be found in [15] . The best choice for the mantissa width would be the lowest one to guarantee that the error in the solution of numerical problems of interest will be no greater than some desired value. The forward error bound, if not too conservative, would be appropriate for this task since it provides a relation between the forward error and the unit roundoff. We believe that our effort to explore new ways of forward error analysis, which may result in a tighter bound, is a step towards the application of forward error bounds in custom hardware design. Another point to note is that in this application we decide the number representation during chip design, i.e., before actually solving the actual numerical problems. Therefore, for this application the computational complexity of forward error analysis is not as important as the tightness of the bound.
Notation: We denote matrices with capital letters; vectors, scalars and functions with small letters and sequences with small and bold letters. We denote the vector Euclidean norm and the induced matrix 2-norm with . We denote the vector infinity norm, sequence -norm and the induced matrix infinity norm with . We use to denote the component-wise absolute value of a matrix or a vector.
ALGORITHMS AS DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
In this section, we discuss how iterative algorithms can be represented as dynamical systems.
A. State Space Representation for Exact Arithmetic
Consider an iterative algorithm and a dynamical system with state vector and dynamics . If, for some initial state , the state of the dynamical system is equal to the th iterate of the algorithm, for all , then we will say that the dynamical system represents the algorithm in state space form when the initial state is .
B. State Space Representation for Finite Precision
To represent an algorithm in finite precision we also have to incorporate finite precision errors in the state space model. This could be done by considering the finite precision errors as disturbance inputs in the dynamical model. A dynamical system can be used to represent an algorithm in finite precision if for each iteration the iterates of the algorithm and the finite precision errors are equal to the state vector and disturbance inputs of the dynamical system, respectively.
C. Input-Output Map Representation
An algorithm in finite precision can be represented by the system in Fig. 1 , which is a feedback interconnection of two input-output maps. In the figure, system represents the input-output map of dynamics and system is the input-output map between the iterates of the algorithm and the finite precision errors .
II. FORWARD ERROR ANALYSIS BASED ON INPUT-TO-STATE STABILITY
In this section we present the first control-theoretic scheme of finding a forward error bound. Let us define the solution error as , where is the approximate solution at iteration of an algorithm and is the exact solution of a numerical problem. Given a dynamical system representation of an algorithm in state space form, , we can always find the dynamics for the solution error as . Proposition 1: Assume that the algorithm in finite precision can be considered as a dynamical system in state space form with dynamics . Also assume that is an equilibrium point of the dynamical system when there is no disturbance, i.e.,
, and is equal to the solution of the numerical problem. If the dynamical system for the solution error , which has an equilibrium at the origin for , is input-to-state stable (ISS) [16] , then the forward error, which is the norm of the solution error, is bounded by an expression of the following type:
for each , where is a sequence of input disturbances, , is a -function and is a -function.
Proof: The proof follows by the ISS [16] property. Corollary 1: We have the following bound:
Since the norm of is the forward error, the above-mentioned proposition provides a systematic way for forward error analysis of iterative numerical algorithms.
In the above proposition, to find a bound on the forward error we need a bound on that is independent of or . Since the finite precision errors are a result of the computations involved in a single iteration of an algorithm they usually depend on the iterate . We now give a result that could help us find a bound on that is independent of the state vector.
Proposition 2: Assume that the algorithm in finite precision can be considered as a dynamical system with input-output maps as in Fig. 1 
III. FORWARD ERROR ANALYSIS BASED ON THE STUDY OF QUANTIZATION EFFECTS
In this section we propose a forward error analysis scheme for iterative numerical algorithms that is based on results from the study of quantization effects in control systems. Quantization refers to the restriction of a variable to a discrete set of values and can arise in control systems due to digital implementation, analog-to-digital converters, digital-to-analog converters, etc. Due to finite precision, digital hardware can only represent a finite set of real numbers. In this sense finite precision and quantization are similar.
There is a lot of literature on the study of effects of quantization in control systems. A more detailed discussion on the sources and effects of quantization in control systems can be found in [18] and references therein. Among the literature, we have found that the work presented in [19] and [20] can be used for forward error analysis. In this technical note we will present a new scheme based on the results given by Miller et al. [19] . For details on how the results in [20] can be used for forward error analysis, see [21] .
A. Miller et al.'s Work
Miller et al. [19] have used a Lyapunov-based approach to find ultimate bounds on solutions of perturbed linear control systems, where the perturbation arises due to quantization. They have considered a discrete-time linear system (1) and a nonlinear and possibly discontinuous perturbation of (1) given by (2) where , , and for . By comparing (1) and (2) we note that the perturbation is assumed to be additive and is represented by . The term represents the part of the perturbation that approaches zero as the time index approaches infinity and the term represents any perturbation that depends on the state and is possibly non-zero at the origin.
The following theorem, which is given in [19] , can be used to find error bounds for iterative algorithms:
Theorem 1: Suppose that the magnitude of all the eigenvalues of matrix of system (1) are less than one, as and satisfies (3) for some small positive constants and . If is sufficiently small, then there exists a (depending only on , and ) such that system (2) is uniformly ultimately bounded with bound . The definition of a uniformly ultimately bounded system given in [22, Sec.6 
.1] is
Definition 1: A nonlinear system is said to be uniformly ultimately bounded with bound if for any and for every , there exists an , independent of , such that for all and , where denotes any norm on . By an analysis similar to the one given in [19] , it can be shown that a possible value for is (4) where , is a constant such that and such that for a Lyapunov function of system (1) it holds that for all , is a constant such that for all , is a constant such that for all , and is sufficiently small such that . Therefore, by Theorem 1 we have the following bound:
(5) 
B. A Forward Error Analysis Scheme for Iterative Algorithms
We have defined the solution error as the difference between the th iterate of an algorithm and the solution of a numerical problem, i.e., . If we can represent an iterative algorithm in exact precision as a dynamical system (6) or in finite precision as (7) where represents the finite precision error, then by subtracting from both sides of (6) or (7) we can also find the dynamics of the solution error (8) or (9) If systems (8) and (9) have the same structure as systems (1) and (2), then we can apply Theorem 1 and use (5) to find a bound on the norm of . Therefore, we can use the results given in [19] to have a systematic way of forward error analysis of algorithms.
IV. BOUNDS FOR THE CLASSICAL ITERATIVE METHODS
In this section we will apply the proposed forward error analysis schemes on the classical iterative methods [23, Sec.10.1] for solving a system of linear equations , where , and . The iterations of the classical iterative methods are as follows: (10) where and are matrices such that . , is the diagonal of the matrix , is the strictly lower triangle part of and is a scalar. If the convergence conditions listed in the table are satisfied, then matrices and are invertible, the magnitudes of all the eigenvalues of the matrix are less than one and the algorithm converges to the solution . In the sequel we will assume that the convergence conditions are satisfied.
A. Finite Precision Error Analysis for a Single Iteration
If the algorithm is implemented in floating point, then there are finite precision errors in the calculations in each iteration of the algorithm. These finite precision errors can be represented as an additive error [24, Sec17.2] and we have the expression (11) where operator represents calculation in floating point and represents the finite precision errors in the whole calculation.
Using a finite precision error analysis similar to the one in [24, Sec.17.2] we can obtain the following bounds on :
where , is maximum number of nonzero elements in any row of , and
The details of finding the above bounds can be found in [25] .
B. Forward Error Analysis Using Input-to-State Stability
The classical iterative methods in finite precision can be represented as the dynamical system (14) To find the dynamics of the solution error , we subtract from both sides of the above equation to obtain (15) Straightforward analysis leads to Since all the eigenvalues of have magnitude less than one, as . Moreover, the series in the equation converges [24, Prob.17 .1], therefore (15) is input-to-state stable.
A bound on the finite precision error is given by (12) . This bound is independent of the state, therefore we can also find a bound on the maximum finite precision error over all iterations that is independent of the state as (16) If the bound on was dependent on the state, we could have used Proposition 2 to find a bound on . Since we have a bound on that is independent of the state and (15) is ISS, we can use Proposition 1 to obtain the following forward error bound for the classical iterative methods: (17) where the bound on is given by (16) . For the forward error bound becomes (18) Using (16) 
C. Forward Error Analysis Using Miller et al.'s Technique
Following the discussion in Section IV-B we can write the dynamics of the solution error for classical iterative methods in finite precision as (15) and exact arithmetic as: (20) Comparing (20) and (15) with (1) and (2), we note that matrix in (1) is and the additive perturbation is . The perturbation does not have a part that approaches zero as approaches infinity, therefore we take and . Using the finite precision error bound (13) we get where (21) (22) If all the eigenvalues of have magnitude less than one, which is the case here, then from standard Lyapunov theory we know that a possible Lyapunov function for system (20) Using (21) and (22) we get (24)
D. Forward Error Analysis of Classical Iterative Methods in the Numerical Analysis Literature
A forward error bound for classical iterative methods is given in Section 17.2 of [24] . The bound (12) is used for finite precision error in a single iteration. The obtained forward error bound is (25) with the condition that .
E. Comparison
In this section we compare the obtained forward error bounds. The expression of the bound obtained using input-to-state stability (19) is interestingly the same as the expression of the bound given by Higham (25) . To compare the bound based on the work by Miller et al. we use numerical results.
As an example, we consider systems of linear equations with tridiagonal matrices with 2 as the diagonal entries and as the off-diagonal entries. These matrices have certain properties that make them very interesting from a numerical analysis perspective. First of all, these matrices arise in the discretization of partial differential equations [26, Ch.1], i.e., they can arise in problems involving real physical systems. Moreover, these matrices are invertible, positive definite, symmetric, sparse (for ) and diagonally dominant. We also consider systems of linear equations with tridiagonal matrices with 4 as the diagonal entries and as the off-diagonal entries. Besides all the other properties mentioned earlier, these matrices are also strictly diagonally dominant. For the right hand side vector in the system of linear equations we consider a unit vector with the th element equal to 1.
We will compare the algorithms for the Guass-Seidel method. Since our example systems of linear equations have symmetric and positive definite matrices, convergence is guaranteed for the Gauss-Seidel method.
To calculate the bound obtained using Miller's technique (24) we need a matrix . Although any positive definite matrix can be chosen as , we would like to select a value that gives a lower bound. To calculate the bound we select by random search over one hundred random values. The random values of are generated by setting , where is a non-singular matrix with each element as an independent random number with a standard Gaussian distribution. We also take as one of our test cases in the random search. This choice of results in , which has a unity condition number and could result in a tighter bound.
The calculated error bounds for a 24 bit precision are shown in Fig. 2 . In the figure we have also shown the errors in the calculated solution to give some idea of the conservativeness of these bounds. These errors were obtained by simulating the Guass-Seidel algorithm at a precision of 24 bits using the Multiple Precision Toolbox [27] . In the figure, we observe that the Higham/ISS bound is not reasonable for larger values of for the case of 2 as diagonal entries. This is due to the fact that for the considered example the values of , which is in the denominator of the expression of the bound obtained using ISS and the bound give by Higham, becomes close to zero. From Fig. 2 we also observe that the bound based on Miller et al. ' s approach (24) is the least conservative. Although Higham's bound (or the bound obtained using ISS) is not the tightest bound, we note that the simplicity of the expression (25) allows us to easily comment on the dependence of the bound on problem size and machine precision .
V. CONCLUSION
In this technical note we have considered numerical iterative algorithms in finite precision as dynamical systems with disturbances. We have shown that some results from control theory can be used to study algorithms in finite precision. We have focused on the forward error analysis of iterative algorithms and presented two control-theoretic schemes for forward error analysis. The first scheme is based on the control concept of input-to-state stability, while the second scheme is based on results from the study of quantization effects in control systems. The proposed schemes are applied to the classical iterative methods. The obtained forward error bounds are numerically shown to be tighter than the bounds in the numerical analysis literature.
The proposed forward error analysis schemes have been applied on an algorithm that can be represented by a linear dynamical system. Since we have used control tools that are also applicable to nonlinear systems, the proposed schemes may also be applied to algorithms that can be represented by a nonlinear dynamical system. However, we will have to show that the dynamical system used to represent the algorithm is Lyapunov stable or ISS depending on the forward error analysis scheme that is used.
We have only focused on the forward error analysis of algorithms. Backward error analysis of an algorithm is also important since it guarantees numerical stability of the algorithm [24, Sec.1.5]. It would be interesting to find a control-theoretic method for backward error analysis of algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that time delay is an inherent property of several dynamical systems such as in tele-operation, communications, mechanical, electrical, biological embedded systems and many others ( [2] , [6] , [24] , [26] , [27] [21] . For this reason, the observer design for time-delay nonlinear systems has been attracting the attention for researchers in recent years. Furthermore, important efforts have been done to solve such problem and different observation approaches have been employed. For example, those based on asymptotic approach ( [4] , [9] , [18] , [19] ), exponential method ( [5] , [8] , [10] , [20] , [28] ), numerical approach ( [3] , [26] ), algebraic method ( [1] , [11] , [12] , [25] To solve the observation problem, this technical note deals with the convergence analysis of an observer for a class of time-delay nonlinear system in strict triangular form, by using an asymptotic observation method.
On the other hand, regarding the time-delay assumptions, in [1] the identifiability of the delay parameter is related to the form of input-output equations for nonlinear systems assuming a single constant known time delay. Furthermore, a high gain observer for unknown time delay nonlinear system in triangular form which an exponential convergence of the observation error has been proposed in [10] . However, the time delay is still considered same for original system and its observer. In [18] a state observer for single-input single-output nonlinear delay systems has been proposed. Conditions for exponential observation error decay with a constant known time delay are given. In [20] a new adaptive observer is proposed for bounded-state nonlinear systems written in triangular form. It has been shown that the observer vector gain has been obtained by updating only one parameter of the appropriate Riccati equation. However, this design is built by the knowledge of the system constant delay. Based on theory for time-delay linear systems, in [25] , it has been shown how to design an observer for a class of time-delay nonlinear systems with constant time delays. Finally, in [40] different notions of parameter identifiability for nonlinear systems with known time delay has been presented.
Nonetheless, all thenonlinear observation techniques described above assume that the time delay is known ( [1] , [10] , [18] , [20] , [25] , [40] ).
In the present work, under unknown and variable time delay, the first main contribution is to guarantee the practical stability of the proposed observer, where the observation error converges to a ball depending on the size of the instantaneous state dynamic variation and the known upper bound delay of the unknown time-varying function delay. If the time delay is assumed to be constant and known, the exponential convergence of the observation error is ensured, which is a particular contribution of the main one.
The second main contribution leads to propose an analysis study, which is a natural extension of the considered class of systems without time delay. More precisely, if it is set the time delay equal to zero, all demonstrations of this technical note are similar to the well-known proofs of [14] and [16] . The proposed Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (see [22] for more details), when the time delay is taken into account, contains a term which allows to cancel the influence of the time delay on the observation error.
The technical note is organized as follows. The system description is presented in Sections II. In Section III, the observer design and its 0018-9286/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE
